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Abstract--We present a finite difference scheme, with the TVD (total variation dlmlnlahlng) prop- 
erty, for scalar conservation laws. The scheme applies to non-nniform eshes, Allowing for variable 
mesh spacing, and is without upstream weighting. When applied to systems ofconservation laws, 
no scalar decomposition s required, nor are an}, artificial tuning parameters, and this leads to an 
efficient, robust algorithm. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently [1], a finite difference scheme on a non-uniform esh was presented for the approxi- 
mate solution of scalar conservation laws. This was constructed using a basic upwind scheme, 
together with antidiffusive fluxes and modified by the use of flux limiters [2], to make the re- 
suiting scheme total variation diminishing (TVD) [3]. This resulted in a high resolution scheme, 
devoid of spurious oscillations near discontinuities (such as shocks), and with the ability to use a 
variable mesh spacing representative of the features expected to occur in the flow. For systems of 
conservation laws, by employing some form of scalar decomposition, this scheme can be applied 
to each scalar problem and, hence, to the system as a whole. This technique was demonstrated, 
with satisfactory results, in [1] using an approximate Riemann solver for the Euler equations 
[4]. Unfortunately, because the scalar scheme has upstream weighting, it is necessary to perform 
some form of scalar decomposition a system of conservation laws in order to apply the scheme. 
This could prove to be expensive on some large scale problems, although similar schemes using 
a decomposition are widely used. 
An alternative approach, avoiding the use of a decomposition, is to use a scheme without 
upstream weighting (i.e., independent of the sign of the exact, or an approximate, wavespeed) 
which can be applied to the system of equations directly. Foremost among such schemes i that 
due to Lax and Wendroff [5] termed the La.x-Wendroff scheme. The scheme in [1] without the 
use of flux limiters, results in one of the Lax-Wendroff type, and is notorious for the spurious 
oscillations it produces in the presence of sharp fronts. To minimise the effect of such oscillations, 
various modifications to the basic Lax-Wendroff scheme have been proposed (see [5-8]), and are 
usually referred to as 'artificial viscosity' methods. One drawback of such schemes i  the need 
for 'problem-dependent' tuning parameters; although such methods are still widely used for the 
solution of large scale problems. 
The purpose of this paper is to develop a new scheme, on non-uniform eshes, for scalar 
conservation laws, which has the TVD property, thereby avoiding spurious oscillations at shocks, 
but which is not upstream weighted. We achieve this by comparing a modified Lax-Wendroff 
scheme with the upwind scheme in [1], and then modify this further to give a scheme without 
upstream weighting. Specifically, we show that the Lax-Wendroff scheme, with the addition of 
an upwinded artificial dissipation, is equivalent to the upwind scheme in [1]. We then remove 
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the restriction that the artificial dissipation be upwinded, resulting in a scheme with the desired 
properties. A similar idea was used in [9] based on the flux limited scheme for uniform meshes 
given in [2]. The new scheme can then be applied, in a similar way, to systems of conservation 
laws, in particular the Euler equations, without he need for a decomposition. This results in an 
efficient difference scheme, which, without artificial parameters, i  robust, and has the ability to 
use a variable mesh spacing. 
The starting point for developing the new, non-upstream weighted algorithm, is the scheme 
proposed in [1]. We begin, however, with a few preliminaries. 
2. SCALAR EQUATION AND DEFINITIONS 
In this section we state the model equation used to derive the final scheme of this paper, 
together with a few preliminaries on mesh notation and desirable properties. 
~,.1. Scalar Equation and Notation 
We consider first the scalar equation 
. ,  + a . .  = o co) × (o, T), (2.1) 
where a is constant, and define a non-uniform grid zj in the x direction where zj : Xj-- 1 -~-Axj_~. 
In addition, we define (zj_½,zj+½), where zj_½ = ½(zj-1 + xj), as the neighbourhood of the 
point zj with length Azj -- ½(Azj_½ q-Azj+½) (see Figure 1). We also denote the approximate 
solution of (2.1) as u~ _ u(zj, nat) where At is a fixed time step (although this restriction 
could easily be lifted), and interpret this as consisting of a set of piecewise constant states (see 
Figure 2). 
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~.~ Total Variation Dimishing (TVD) 
The total variation of the solution u~ at time nat is defined to be 
rvCu") = ~ I,,j~+~ - u']l (2.2) 
and a scheme that is total variation diminishing, or TVD,  is one where 
TV(u n+l) <_ TV(un). (2.3) 
An important consequence of the TVD property is the impossibility of spurions oscillations arising 
in the solution in going from time level n to n + 1. 
For a general scheme written in the form 
U~'}'I -. Br~ -- Cj_½ Au~_~ -[" Dj+½ AII.I'jn.I.½ , (2.4) 
where Aujn+½ ---- ujn+l --u~ and Cj_½, Dj+½ may he functions ofu~ (i.e., data dependent), it has 
been shown, [3], that sufficient conditions for it to be TVD are 
O ~ Cj+½, O < Dj+~, O~Cj+~-t-Dj+½~I (2.5a-c) 
3. UPWIND SCHEME 
We now recall the TVD upwind scheme proposed in [1] for the solution of (2.1) on a non-uniform 
mesh, which, when suitably modified, will result in a scheme with similar desirable properties, 
but without upstream weighting. We consider the cases a > 0 and a < 0 separately, and then 
combine the results to produce, finally, a scheme which is independent of the sign of a. 
3.1. Case a > O 
The scheme for (2.1) proposed in [1] can be written, in the case a > 0, as 
~Zj(U~ +1- I/y): --a~'t [I- ½~(~t½)(1- ~.7-½ 
(3.1) 
where 
az~+½ (3.2) r~+½ = Az~_½ 
At 
vj_ ½ = a Axj_ ½ (3.3) 
(~+_~ -1~,.~-½1) ""7-,} 
= (1-I'J..,+il) a,,}'+½' (3.4) 
(and similarly M?_½), and hence as an explicit (pointwise) scheme by simple rearrangement of 
(3.1). (N.B. since a > 0, [vj~.½] -- ~j~.½.) The function ¢ is one of a class of flux limiters [2], 
with the property common to each that 
0 < ¢(M) < 2, 0 < '~--~)- _< 2 and ¢(M) = 0 for M < O. (3.5~c) 
We specify the sub-class of flux limiters proposed in the algorithm of this paper in §5.3. 
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3.~ Case a < 0 
The corresponding scheme to (3.1) in the case a < 0 is 
,~kXj (B~acl .~1)__. olaf [--1 "~ -~-q,,(M$-+½)(1- I,,~+½1)] a,,~"+.~ 
- ° , , ,  ,)] (3.~) 
where 
Az/_½ (3.7) rj+½ = Azj+½ 
and 
(~+½ -I'.'j+½1) Au-. . .  
~*~ (3.8) Mr½ = (1-I,JJ-½1) A~_½ 
(N.B. in this case, a < 0, and hence 1~½1 = -~. )  The scheme in (3.1)-(3.8) for the numerical 
solution of (2.1) can be shown to be TVD provided the CFL condition Ivj+½[ _< ½ for all j holds 
(see [1]). Further, the scheme is conservative and first order accurate, and second order accurate 
for a uniform mesh spacing. 
In the next section we show that the upwind scheme of this section is equivalent to a modified 
Lax-Wendroff scheme, and then, in §5, propose a new scheme based on this modified scheme. 
4. A MODIF IED LAX-WENDROFF SCHEME 
We begin by recalling the classical Lax-Wendroff scheme [5]. 
4.1. Lax- Wendroff Scheme 
The Lax-Wendroff scheme for the numerical solution of (2.1) on non-uniform eshes can be 
derived using Taylor series expansions, and is given by 
,'-;%) 
aAt (Au~+½ + Au~_½)-~ 2 kAz./+½ A--~j_~ / (4.1) 
We note that, although (4.1) is a scheme without upstream weighting, i.e., independent of the 
sign of a, it does not satisfy the TVD property of §2.2, and hence can create new local extrema 
which manifest hemselves in the form of spurious oscillations near discontinuities. This is an 
undesirable f ature of a scheme. On the other hand, the scheme of §3 is TVD but is dependent 
on the sign of a. 
In order to derive the new scheme, we first modify the above Lax-Wen&off scheme (by the 
addition of an upwinded artificial dissipation term) to be equivalent to the upwind scheme of §3, 
and hence satisfying the TVD property. As before, this needs to be done in two separate cases: 
4.~ Addition of Artificial Dissipation, a > O. 
Adding an upwinded artificial dissipation 
(Mj+½)AuT_ ½ to (4.1) gives 
of the form K + [M + )Aun. .a -  Kj+½ J+½~ J+½ :*2 
a2(at )2  'Au". . . J -I- ,]l "aAt 
a~(u]+~ - "2) = - 2 (a.'/+~ + a,,]_~) 2 Azj+½ 
+ M + n + Kj ½( j ½)Auj+½ - K +,_~xCM +,_,l)Au,n._~. 
~-~-~ J (4.2) 
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where the superscript + on the K's (yet to be specified) refers to the case a > 0, and all other 
terms are as before. On rearrangement, (4.2) gives 
,,;)=_ [1- ½(1- .,,.½ I)] 
-aAt  [½(1- Ivj+½[)] Auj"+½ + K+.. (M + -~÷~j #)Au~.:,.~., 
(4.3) 
and comparing (4.3) with (3.1) shows that, in the case a > 0, the TVD upwind scheme (3.1) is 
equivalent to the modified Lax-Wendroff scheme (4.2) if we choose the artificial dissipation terms 
by setting 
-aAt  [1 -  ½¢(Mj+½)(1- [vj_½])] = -aAt  [1 -  ½(1- [vj_½l)] _ K +j_½,.,.j_½,,~r+ , (4.4) 
and 
x + -[vj+½[)] =-aAt  - v+ [M + ~ (4.5) 
(N.B. since a > 0, Iv~½1-- +vii½.) Both these result in consistent expressions for the Kj+½, 
i.e., 
K + tax+ ~ aAt (1-[z,'j_½l ) (1-¢(Mj+½))  (4.6) ~-½~'"i-½' = "~ 
and similarly for K + tM+ ~ where ~b is a flux limiter, as before. j ½~ ~+½~' 
4.3 Addition of Artificial Dissipation, a < 0 
In this case, axlding terms of the form K-. ~(M.". l )Au. n. . - K." ~(M.- , )Au. n . to (4.1), 
3"e 2 J't- 2 3-1"~ 3-2  3"2 3-~ 
where the superscript - on the K's corresponds to the case a < 0, gives 
o,¢A,), Axe(,,7+1_.;,) = .At ,, +A, ,L~)+__  
2 (Auj+½ 2 \A--~j+~ ~ ]  (4.7) 
+ K;+½ (M~:~½)~.;+½ - K;_½(M;~)~.L½, 
which, on rearrangement, becomes 
"~,~(-;'+'-,,7) =.,xt [-1 + ½(1-t~,,+½ I)] ,%"+½ + K;+½(M;+½)~.;+½ 
(4.8) 
-aAt  [½(1- Iv./_½l)] Aujn._½ - Kj--½ (Mj-½)Au~_½. 
(N.B. since a <: 0, Iv~½1 -- -v~½.) Comparing (3.6) with (4.8) shows that, in the case a < 0, the 
TVD upwind scheme (3'6) is equivalent to the modified Lax-Wendroff scheme (4.7) if we choose 
the artificial dissipation terms by setting 
aAt [ - l+½O(Mj+½)(1 - [v j+½D]-aAt [ - l+½(1- [v j+½[) ]+K j+½(MT+½) (4.9) 
and 
-aAt  [½¢(Mj--½)(1- [uJ_½D ] = -aAt  [½(1- [uJ_½D ] - Kj--½(MJ--½) (4.10) 
As for the previous case, both these result in consistent expressions for the Kj-~½, i.e., 
-aAt  (1 -  Iv,_½[) ( I -  ¢(Mj-..½)), K,_½(¾-½) = 2 (4.11) 
and similarly for Kj+ ½. 
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Combining the results found above in §4.2, the scalar, upwind, TVD, non-uniform esh scheme 
of §3 can be written as a Lax-Wendroff scheme with the addition of an upwinded artificial 
dissipation, as follows 
aAt a2(A'/:)2 ( AU;÷½ Au;-½ ~ 
A.j(.; +~ -u ; )=-  2 (au}'+½ +",C_½)+ ~ \~---~-~+~ S-~-~_~/ 
n (4.12) + + 
where 
( o~---z (1 - I.j+½ I)(1 - ¢(M#+½)) ifa >0 (4.13a-b) 
Kj+½(Mj+½) = 0 if a < 0 
0 if a > 0 
Kj+½(M#+½)= _~_...~t(l_lvi+½l)(l_¢(M#+½)) i fa  <0 (4.13c-d) 
for all j, and where the vj+½ and ..Mi~ ½ are defined in §3. Moreover, the scheme given by 
(4.12) and (4.13a-d) is TVD (provided lvj+½l _< ½ for all j), conservative, first order accurate, 
and second order accurate in regions of uniform mesh [1]. It is still apparent, however, that the 
method needs to know which direction is upwind. This can clearly be seen by the definitions 
(4.13a~d) of the K's appearing in (4.12). This could prove to be expensive for hyperbolic systems, 
as mentioned earlier. In the next section we present the new, non-upstream weighted scheme by 
modifying the algorithm given above. 
5. A SCALAR,  TVD,  NON-UNIFORM MESH SCHEME WITHOUT 
UPSTREAM WEIGHTING 
The new scalar scheme for (2.1) that we propose is given by (4.12), i.e., 
A.~(u},+l _ ,~;) = a,',t (,,,,,},+½ +A,~}' ½) + ,,~(at)~ 
2 - 2 "~--'~--~,..~+~ ) Az~_½ 
n (5.1) 
where all terms are as before, except hat the K's are redefined as 
1 
lal At(1 - Ivan½1)(1 - ¢(M#+~½)) (5.2a) 
1 lal At(a - I-J,½1)(1 (5.2b) ~-~½(~-~½) = ~ - ¢(Mj-~½)) 
and the M + j ½, Mj~½ are defined in §3. It is clear now that in the algorithm given by (5.1) 
and (5.2a-b) it is n.ot necessary to know which direction is upwind, thereby gaining a distinct 
advantage over an upwind scheme. What has not been determined, however, is whether the 
valuable properties held by the upwind scheme are still valid for the new scheme. We now take 
these points, in turn. 
5.1 Conservation 
The scheme given by (5.1) and (5.2a-b) is conservative, in the same way that the upwind 
scheme of §3 is conservative, since 
azj(u'~ +I - u~) = boundary terms, 
all j 
by internal cancellation i  summing over all j the terms on the right hand side of (5.1). 
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5.2 Accuracy 
The scheme given by (5.1) and (5.2a-b) has the same accuracy as the upwind scheme in [1]. 
To see this, we first of all consider the truncation error of the Lax-Wendroff scheme given by the 
first two terms in (5.1). 
By substituting the exact solution u(zj, nat) for u~ into 
. 
(uy +1 - uy) 1 a(AuL½ -{- Auy_½)- ~a~Ai; ~ A--"z"~'f~ At + 5 (5.3) 
and expanding about (zj, nat)  using Taylor series and the differential equation (2.1), gives 
l a(Azj+½ -Azj_½)u=~ higher terms (5.4) + order 
which is 0(Az), where [Axj_~[ ~ Az for all j, and hence first order accurate. For uniform 
mesh spacings, Axj_½ = constant for all j, and the first term vanishes, so that the Lax-Wendroff 
scheme becomes econd order accurate. The addition of the artificial dissipation terms in (5.1) 
does not affect he order of accuracy of the scheme, as we now demonstrate. 
To expand 
A 7+ ½ A.7_½ + Kf+½) + Kj-½) (5.5) 
as a Taylor series about (zj, nat), we need to consider two cases, depending on whether u=,/u=, 
at this point, is positive or negative. We look at the positive case only; the negative case follows 
in a similar way. Expanding as indicated, we find that 
Mj++½ = I - Axj u==.+ 0(Ax)2 '
M;_½ = 1 - Axj-1 uxx + O(Az)2, 
Ux 
Mj-+½ = 1 + Azj+I ux= + 0(Az)2 '
Um 
u~,, + 0(Ax)2 '
so that 
'¢(Mj++½) = 1 -Axj u=x -I-0(Az) 2, ~(Mf+½)- 1, 
Ux 
(5.7) 
'¢(Mj+_½)---- 1- Axj-1 u~,~, -I-0(Ax) 2, '¢(Mj--½)= 1,
Ux 
where we have used the 'minmod' limiter (§5.3), and (5.5) becomes 
I.I (lalAt(Ax +l-Axj-1)+Ax +½A  -Ax _½AX _l) +hi erorderter  (5.8) 
2Axj 
In general, these terms are first order; in the case of uniform mesh spacings, the first term 
vanishes, resulting in only second order terms. Thus, the scheme in (5.1) and (5.2a~b) is first 
order accurate, in general, and second order accurate for uniform meshes. 
5.3 TVD Property 
The scheme given by (5.1) and (5.2a-b) satisfies a TVD property governed by the following 
theorem: 
THEOREM. 
For the sub-class of//rrdters 
~b(M) - max (O, min(1, kM)), I < 1~ < 2, (5.9) 
the scheme in (5.1), (5.2a-b)satisfies the TVD property (2.3)if the CFL condition [vj_~l <_ 
for all j, is satisfied. 
For the proof of this theorem see the Appendix. 
The subclass of limiters considered includes the so-called 'minmod' limiter, corresponding to
k = 1, giving a CFL condition [vj_½[ _< ~. The more compressive limiter, with k = 2, gives 
a slightly weaker CFL condition of Ivj_½[ _< ~. In practice, as with other TVD schemes, these 
conditions may be violated, or other limiters used, with no adverse ffect on the quality of the 
solution. Indeed, the TVD property may still hold in these more general circumstances. 
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6. NON-LINEAR CONSERVATION LAW 
The scheme in §5 for (2.1)can easily be generalised to apply to the non-linear conserwtion law 
u,  + f= - 0,  (6 .1 )  
where f = f(u). In this case, we replace the constant wavespeed a by a conservative approxima- 
tion to the wavespeed a(u) = f (u ) .  The development follows that of §4 and §5, but is based on 
the upwind scheme for (6.1) given in [1]. We only give the final scheme. 
Defining 
{ A/~-_~ A"L½ °~_~= A.~_----~' ~o 
' u- Au~_½ /(~), =o, 
(6.2a-b) 
n On where Afj_½ = f(u~) - f ( j - - l ) ,  the  scheme for (6.1), corresponding to (5.1) and (5.2~-b) for 
(2.1), is 
At  (At) 2 / A f'/+ ½ a~ (.~+,-.~) =- (A~+½ +A:L½ ) + ( 
: -'T-- _"i"+~ Axe+½ 
+ [ ~+~(~+~) + ~-+~ 
_ K + + [ ~-~¢<-~)+ ~-~-~)]  ""7-~. 
a n Afjn-½ 
(6.3) 
In (6.3) 
(1 
1 .  *"'0 0(1 . Kj2. ~ (M~.~) = 71 j.,..~ -I~j-,-~ - 0(M~2.~)) 
the Mj~½, Mj~½ are given by 
(6.46-b) 
(~+_~-I.~_~I) ~,/~"_~ 
= (1 -  I~,j+~l) ,'%"+~' (6.56) 
and 
(~+~ - Iv~+~l) A/7+ ~ (6.5b) 
Mj--½-- (1-[vj_½1) Aft_½' 
At 
vj_½ = ." . (6.6) 
~-½ Axe_½ 
7. EXTENSION TO LINEAR AND NON-LINEAR SYSTEMS 
OF CONSERVATION LAWS 
Our aim, finally, is to generaiise the non-upstream weighted schemes of §5 and S6 to systems 
of conservation laws of the form 
+ L = _0 (7.1) 
where _~ = f(.u) is some flux function. A particular example of (7.1) is the one-dimensional, 
unsteady Euler equations where _u = (p, pu, e) T, _f(_u) = (pu,p + pu 2, u(e + p))T, with p, u, p and 
• representing density, velocity, preuure and total energy, respectively, at a position z and at 
time t. 
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7.1 Lax- Wendroff Scheme 
The generalisation f the Lax-Wendroff part of (6.3) to (7.1) is straightforward, and one form 
is 
(-"r = + +-r -  
= A(]u~ +lug+l) .  A= 0a where Aj+½ 1 n x n ~- the Jacobian matrix of f.  The scheme in (7.2), however, 
will not in general produce reliable solutions to (7.1), especially in the presence of shocks, unless 
modified by the addition of some form of artificial dissipation. Essentially, this modification can 
be done in one of two ways, either by applying an upwind scheme to a system of decoupled scalar 
equations equivalent to (7.1) (see [1,2, or 4]), or by the addition of some artificial dissipation using 
one of the 'artificial viscosity' methods. Both these approaches have drawbacks. The first requires 
a scalar decomposition, which could prove expensive for large-scale problems. The second usually 
requires a number of 'tuning parameters' which are problem dependent (see [5-8]). 
To see a way of applying (6.3), which does not have those drawbacks, to (7.1), we consider, 
first, a linear system. 
7.2 Linear Systems 
Consider the linear system of conservation laws 
+ Au__= = 0 (7.3) 
where A is an n x n, constant matrix, with real eigenvalues Ai, and linearly independent eigen- 
vectors ~. Applying the transformation _v = P-l_u to (7.3) where P is the matrix of eigenvectors 
e~ and noting that P- lAP  = A, where A = diag(Ai), gives 
v_., + Av_.~ = O. (7.4) 
Then applying the scheme in (5.1) to the ith component vi of v__, and recombining, results in 
~' (A_% + ,%-._p + A~ (,,,)2 (~+~ ~_~ 
(7.5) 
where Kf~ ½, Kj-~ ½ are diagonal matrices. The ith entry in Kj++ ½ is 
where 
and similarly for K:_ ½ 
"zi+½ ]
M,~+~= (1 • "' -I~,I~-;~+~) A~+~ 
and Kj~½. Transforming (7.5) back yields 
(7.8) 
(7.7) 
_ Aat ,,,,,- (A,)2 (~;'+~ Au.- '~ A'i(--~;'+l --U;') = 5 - (  .~+~ +A~"_~)+A 2 ~-~ ) (7.8) 
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The first two terms on the right-hand side of (7.8) are consistent with the Lax-Wendroff scheme 
(7.2) in the case where f_ = Au_, A constant. 
Unfortunately, the scheme in (7.8) has two drawbacks. Firstly, it is necessary to calculate P 
and p-t, and secondly the Mi++½ , etc., depend on the components of the transformed variable 
£. It is worth noting, however, that for many linear and non-linear systems the matrices P and 
p-1 are known analytically. 
To overcome both drawbacks we first simplify the K matrices to make them essentially scalar, 
i.e., set 
= = (7.9) 
/-~+ ~M+ where I is the identity matrix, and the j~.½, j±½,, __  _/f~'~½(M~-~½) are scalar functions. This 
means that P and P-Z disappear f om (7.8). Secondly, we suppose that the M~+½ and M~-~½ 
are averages of the flux ratios in (7.7), for example M~+½ is given by 
(~L ' -  ['~max[ ~)~,(Av'n--.~-,', Aq.l-.~) 
M#++½-(1-JAm=x[ ~)(A_~+½,  Au_~+½) (7.10) 
where 
[Am=el = m,~lA, I (7.11) 
and (., .) denotes the usual inner product on R n. In view of the transformation u = P-i_u, (7.10) 
can be written as 
"MJ+'I"~- (1_ ,Amax, ~ ) (~tq-l-, ' ~q-l-'~ ) (7.12) 
and also M+½. Similarly, 
= 
" A " ~-a (1 -1~,~1~)  (A~_½, ~_½) (7.13) 
and also MT+ ~ . Appropriate xpressions for the/fj+~ and/f~'j.½ are then 
~'+.,½ =~I,~==IA= 1-  [Am,=[ Az--'~.~ (7.14) 
and s~arly k~-,~. 
Summarising, the generalisation f the scheme of §5 and §6 to the linear system (7.3) that we 
propose is given by 
A=~C=-';+~-~-;)=--TC~L~.~ + - - -3 -  .~ ~=~+~ -A  ~=-;~._~ / 
(7.15) 
where we have rewritten A~ as _f in the first term, and where the K~+½, /(~.~ are given by 
(7.14), (7.12) and (7.13). 
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7.3 Non-Linear Systems 
It is now a straightforward matter to generalise the scheme of ~7.2 to apply to the system of 
conservation laws (7.1). The Lax-Wendroff part of the scheme is that in (7.2) and the artificial 
dissipation to be added to this is of the form in (7.15) with the /~j+½ and /Cj~½ given in 
(7.14). The only other modification is that the quantity IAm,,~l in/f'~½ and M~+½ is replaced by 
m~l~+ll (and similarly in __K~-½)' where A~j+½ represents an approximation to the continuous 
eigenvalue Ai of A in the interval (zj,z~+l) at time level n. The approximation chosen could 
he an average of the continuous values at z~ and z~+l. In the case of the Euler equations, for 
example, the continuous eigenvalues are u ~ a, u, where a is the local speed of  sound, and the 
averages chosen could be those used in the Riemann solver given in [4]. 
7.4 Practical Algorithm 
Finally, we note that for an efficient form of the scheme of §7.3, avoiding the use of the Jacobian 
matrix A directly, or using matrix-vector calculations, the Lax-Wendroff part of the algorithm 
could be replaced by the two-stage Lax-Wendroff scheme, or by either version of the MacCormack 
scheme. Thus the practical form of the algorithm for the solution of (7.1) is given by one of 
(7.16a-h), (7.17a-b), (7.18a-b), where the/~j+½, Mj+½ are given by (7.14), (7.13), respectively, 
(and similarly/~j-~½, M j~) ,  except hat I~tmax[ in ~'j~.{.~, ..[.~ is replaced by maxlA.n., xl (and 
i S3"l" z 
similarly X~j ~_ ½, M~ _ ½). 
Two-stage Lax-Wendroff: 
where 
At 
= - _ _(_~_ ½ )) 
A " A_u~_~ 
Un'F½ 1 n n ~+~ = ~(u) +_u)+l) At 
2Azj+½ 
MacCormack schemes: Either 
(7.16a) 
B B (L(u~+1) - _.f (aj)) .  (7.16b) 
where 
or  
_ . at  (L(--~+I)- L(-~;)) 
_u~ +I -_u~ 2Axj 
• zk~+½ z%-.½ 
+ 
At 
* B n Un  
_ . at  (LCu;)- ICu;_~)) at  (L (~+~)-  ( s (~) )  2 ~j ~+i -_uj 2Axy 
~q+~ a_~_~ 
where 
At -~; =-~2 ~+~ (L(~-2+I) - Z(-~)) .  
We recall that each of these schemes i  equivalent to (7.15) for linear systems. 
(7.17a) 
(7.17b) 
(7.18a) 
(7.18b) 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 
We have presented a finite difference scheme, on non-uniform meshes, for systems of conser- 
vation laws without upstream weighting. This is based on a scheme, with desirable properties, 
for scalar equations, including the important TVD property. This is achieved by modifying an 
upwind scheme so that it is without upstream weighting and is equivalent o a Lax-Wendroff 
scheme with the addition of artificial dissipation and incorporating flux limiters. The resulting 
scheme, when applied to systems of conservation laws, has the following three main advantages 
over other schemes. 
Firstly, no scalar decomposition is required; secondly, no problem-dependent tuning parameters 
are required; and finally, variable meshes can be employed representative of the features expected 
to occur in the flow. 
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APPENDIX  
In this appendix we prove the theorem of §5.3, i.e., that the scheme in (5.1) and (5.2a-b) satisfies the TVD 
1 
property (2.3) if the CFL condition Ivj_~[ ~_ ~ for all j ,  is satisfied, where ~ is one of the sui>-cla~ of 
limiters 
~(M)=max(O, min(1, kM)), 1 < k < 2, (A1) 
with the properties that 
0_~_~1,  0< ~<k.  (A2a~b) 
We prove the case a > 0; the case a ~ 0 follows in a similar way. The es~mce of the proof is to use the sufficient 
conditiom for a ~heme to be TVD, given in (2.4) and (2.5a-c). 
In the c,~e a > 0 the scheme in (5.1) and (5.2a-b) can be wrltton in the form of (2.4) where 
D j+ ½ = K~-+ ½ (A3) 
and 
%-½ = 2--E~, + - -  + 
2A=j (1 - vj+~)Mj++~ 2A~jAxj_~ 
+ 
(,~_½ - ~_½)  
(1 - vj+~)Jt~tj+~ 
(A4) 
D~+½ > 0 (AS) 
don. (r -t io.  i t .pp- -  m (51  °x t 
the term Kj-+~ AuT+~, And writing ~,j.~½[ ~- ÷vj4.½ dnce a> 0. We now show, in turn, that 
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%+½ > o (A0) 
and 
0 < Cj+~ 4- D i+~ <_ 1, (A7) 
and hc~ace that the scheme in (5.1) and (5.2a-b) is TVD. Before proving the result we note that, in particular, the 
CFL  condition implies that 
1 1 v i_ ½_< ~<_ ] ,  forallj (A8a) 
From (A3) and (5.2b) 
and 
i( < ~ ½~,-~ + ½~,+~ ~ = ~ -< 
sAt ( l - -v /+½)(1  0i+ ½ = ~-+~ = ~ -,~(M-+~)) > o 
• in~e 5+ ½ -< 1, ¢(M'~ ½) < 1. l:tepl~cing j by i + [./+ 1] in (A4), and ~,--~-,,Sl-S, gi,,es 
%+½ = A~;+~"At I1 _ ½(1 - "i+½) + ½ (~++½M,++~- "+½)" 
(A8b) 
(A9) 
(A10) 
and substituting for K ÷j+~ , K +j÷~ and gj:÷~ from (5.2a-b) yields 
. , , .  I - ~(M+ ½) cj+½ = ~ [i - ~(i  - ~j+½)O - *(Mi+½)) 
+½ 
= _~___~ _ , (M++ t ), ~(MSt )  N°win(A11) ' r~+i-v/+ ½ a .  a a . . - r ;+½(1-v j _½)~0,  < land0< ~+: ,+~ - _ %+q 
so that 
- Axj+l 
(A12) 
Axi+ 1 
Furthexmore, (A9) and (A12) imply that the left part of the inequality in (AT) holds. Thus, all that remains to 
do is show that Cj+ ½ % D i+ i ~- 1. 
From (Ag) and (A10) 
---- sa t  [14-1(1--v j÷½)(1-~b(Mj++½)-th(Mj '~½)) %+½ + Di+½ a~+x 
(A13) 
J 
and four separate cases need to be considered. These axe M~ ~ < O, 0 < M++ ~ < ~, t < ~ ~ < k and 
k < M~+~. To begin, we note that 
1 
Mj'~½ -- M++ ~ (A14) 
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Case I. M3++j < 0 
Here %b(%++ ~)= 0, ~.,(%-+~)= ~ (~) - - - -  0 and (AI3) gives 
= aAt [1+ ½/1--vj+½)(1--~(%++~))] 
aAt +~_~xj [½(l_vj+½)] (A15) 
_<½11+~1 +½.½=1.  
Case II. 0<M?+ 3 < {~ 
Here k ~ < 1 so that ~( = k ~, and %~. { = ~ > k, so that kM;+ ~ > !~ > 1 and hence 
¢+g 
(M-+ ½) = ~. Therefore 
C'j+{+Dj+{ < aAt [ l+½(r++{- -v j+{)k]  
- A~j+I 
< aA___.~t 1+ ~ < ~ 1Jr r]'+~ (A16) - Axj+I -- AXj+ I 
aAt [ Axj+~ ] aA t 
c.¢m.  ~<M~+~, <~(r.ot.,,e~e(li. th~c--./~=l) 
Here, by virtue of (A14), { < M;-+{ < k, and ~(%++~) = ~(%'~ )= 1, so that 
~ 1+ .k C~+½+Dj+½< aAt 1+½ < a&t l+~r~+½ 
- &zj+~ 
as in (A16). 
Case IV. %+ ~ > k 
1 F;nally, k%++~ > k 2 > I so that g'(%+.~) = 1, and %7;½ -~+~" - = ~ < ~, so that /*%+{ < 1 and hence 
~b(%+½) ---- k%+½. Thus 
~÷½ + Dr+ ½ - ,~+~ - ~ 
1 ¢~t [~(X_v j+~)  ]
aAt[~ 1]  aAt [ l  ~k ]aAt  t 
= ~+,  -~ + ~  ~+ "~+~ + a~j 2 
Axj+l Azj+½ Azj 2 
_< g -~+~+½ 2--4-~ =2--~ =~ 
(A18) 
by employing (ASs-b). Combining each of the four cases, (A15)-(A18), and employing the result in §2.2, shows 
that under the CFL condition (A8a), the scheme in (5.1) and (5.2a-h) is TVD. A simn~ m.gmntmt applies to the 
case a < O. 
